Measures: Answers
1. A small particle might go against this.

grain

2. Associated with peach, kidney or Sharon.

stone

3. Collect your car from here if it’s towed away.

pound

4. You might take these at a meeting.

minutes

5. Melbourne, stirrup or egg?

cup

6. A cheater may turn out to be a land measure.

hectare

7. Would you go the extra?

mile

8. God had only a little one according to Erskin Caldwell.

acre

9. Old Greek currency without a small weight.

drachm

10. A cloth measured out of the blue.

bolt

11. A long time in Toy Story.

lightyear

12. Pierre and Marie.

curie

13. A length of recorded film.

footage

14. A supporter in the corner of the ring.

second

15. A spy in the camp or a strong pier.

mole

16. The Met’s former headquarters.

Scotland Yard

17. A female ferret on the radio.

gill

18. Sit by terminal to give a computing measure.

byte

19. A really old man worth eight bottles?

methusalah

20. Does a batsman get a Queen’s telegram when he scores one?

century

21. Goatmen may explode into this.

megaton

22. The length of a cricket pitch.

chain

23. Three nautical miles of gentlemen?

league

24. A Scotsman hearing the speed of sound.

mach

25. Ten of these make a large cowboy hat.

gallons

26. Harsh interrogation is a third one.

degree

27. The distance between support columns of a bridge.

span

28. How many sheets of paper does a group of singers need?

quire

29. Naval hydrographer who measured wind.

Beaufort

30. The lowest theoretical temperature.

Absolute zero

31. A means of receiving TV and broadband.

cable

32. If horses have a lot of these they make light work.

hands

33. What you do to get 8 from 2.

cubit

34. A wading bird, a granny or speed at sea.

knot

35. Are you buried this depth at sea.

fathom

37. A measure of cloth in yellow.

ell

38. An amount that can be held between finger and thumb.

pinch

39. Distil a new tonic to find The Force.

newton

40. Two measures marking the distance from Rome.

milestone

41. A snow leopard.

ounce

42. Do not hide your light under 8 gallons.

bushel

43. What you might get on the cheek.

peck

44. Forty fluid ounces won’t go into this pot.

pint

45. A potential difference found in a gym on the radio.

volt

46. A Scottish island that might be creeping along.

inch

47. An electric car.

tesla

48. What it took to pull an early plough.

horsepower

49. The compiler hasn’t got any of these apothecary weights.

scruples

50. I am added to French president losing a small length.

micron

